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ENGLISH TEST 

45 Minutes-75 Questions 

DIRECTIONS: In the five passages that follow, certain 
words and phrases are underlined and numbered. In 
the right-hand column, you will find alternatives for the 
underlined part. In most cases, you are to choose the 
one that best expresses the idea, makes the statement 
appropriate for standard written English, or is worded 
most consistently with the style and tone of the passage 
as a whole. If you think the original version is best, 

. choose "NO CHANGE." In some cases, you wiil find in 
the right-hand column a question about the underlined 
part. You are to choose the best answer to the question. 

PASSAGE! 

Eddie Sweat: A Groom's Groom 

In 1973 the three-year-old colt Secretariat won 

each event of the Triple Crown of Thoroughbred Racing 

(the Kentucky Derby, the Preakness Stakes, and the 

Belmont Stakes), a feat accomplished only eleven 

t_imbs in the twentieth century. \\'bile many factors 

contributed to .S�cretariat's success-selective 

breeding, top-notch trainers, and a sldllfril jockey, 

to name a few-the expertise and diligent care of 

the horse's groom, Eddie Sweat, who deserves 
I 

some of the credit. 0 

2 

You will also find questions about a section of the pas
sage, or about the passage as a whole. These ques�· 
do not refer to an underlined portion of the passag�O'�i 
rather are identified by a number or numbers in a boX'.4;;}, 
For each question, choose the eltemative you considif.,. 
best and fill in the correspon · · nc'y9ur answer
document. Read each passage ;� before you 
begip to,_.;1ps'{ler !he question . ' i:iny it. For 
many ott�e qt)EJStions, you mu !,entences 
be\\6nd.Jne qu1�uon to deter . ,., ;- Be sure
that you have read far enoug .· ·.. . . �i;li 'tiltl_e you 

•.",•", ,,,. ,:-l·t�:•i<\";-. ,, :,: ., choose an alternative. ce,Ji"''·•····•J 

t. A. NO CHANGE
B. Sweat; who deserves
C. Sweat, deserve
D. Sweat; deserve

2. At this point, the writer is considering adding the fol-
lowing true statement:

Another key figure was Ron Turcotte, the 
sldllfulj<ickey who rode Secretariat to victory 

. in the Triple Crown races;

Should the writer make this addition here? 
F. Yes, because it concludes the paragraph with a

logical transition to the rest oftbe essay.
G. Yes, because it identifies the "skillful jockey"

mentioned in the preceding sentence.
H. No, because it detracts from the paragraph's focus•

on horses that have won the Triple. Crown.
J. No, because it detracts from the paragraph's pur

po_se of introducing the essay's main topic.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGEs;i 
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Although often overlooked and uuderappreciated, a 

groom plays a significant role in the life of a racehorse. 

A groom's basic tasks include washing and brushing 

the horse, trimming its mane· and tail, and they clean its 
3 

hooves. [A] A groom also cleans stalls and takes care of 
4 

riding equipment. [BJ Those whom witnessed Sweat with 
5 

Secretariat attest that his care surpassed the usual duties of 

a groom. He'd talk to the horse constantly, he'd soothe him 

in Gullah, a Creole-English language commonly spoken in 

lhc South Carolina African American community Sweat 

grew �p in. [ C] After cooking Secretariat a mash of oats 

anrl. •c-0rn, he'd watch him eat, taking note of any changes 

in appefue noticeable to him while the horse was eating. 
7 

He'd also eiµ;mine Secretariat's teeth and take his 

temperature daily, attention to any signs of illness or 
• 

distress. [DJ Sweat would spend extra time massaging the 

horse's legs, applying healing poultices made from herbs· 

he had gathered. However, on nights before big races, he'd 
9 

�ven sleep next to the horse's stall.{� 

ACT-802' 
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3. A. NO CHANGE
B. cleaning
C. to clean
D. clean

4. Which of the following alternatives to the underlined
portion would NOT be acceptable?
F. Additionally, a groom
G. A groom, in addition,
H. In sum, a groom
J. Also, a groom

5. A. NO CHANGE
B. who
C. ofwhom
D. ofwhich

6. F. NO CHANGE
G. constantly. Soothing
H. constantly; soothing
J. constantly, soothing

7. A. NO CHANGE
B. that became apparent while watching him eat.
C. that were noticeable to him.
D; DELETE the underlined portion and end the sen

tence with a period. 

8. F. NO CHANGE
G. attentively to
H. attentive to
J. attentively

9. A. NO CHANGE
B. On
C. Therefore, on
D. For example, on

10. The writer wants to .divide this paragraph into two in
order to separate the general i11fon:nation . about a
groom's duties from the specific details about Eddie
Sweat's work as a groom. The best place. to begin the
new paragraph would be at:
F. PointA.
G. PointB.
H. Pointe.
J. PointD.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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Sweat's constant. companionship, and eXpert care 

11 

kept Secretariat healthy and calm in a stressful racing 

environment G. When a bronze statue honor�ng 

Secretariat was unveiled at the Kentucky Horse Park 

in 2004, it featured not only the Triple Crown champion 

and his jockey but his groom, Eddie Sweat, as well. 
13 

The statue, depicting Sweat with his left hand gripping 

the lead rope, his right rests on the horse's side, 
14 

is a lasting tribute to Sweat's exceptional care. 
15 

PASSAGE II 

Himalayan Garnets 

[1] 

. When geologist, Elizabeth Catlos, began 
16 

gathering garnets in the Himalayan Mountains in 

the late 1990s;most scientists had afairly rigid 

understanding of the mountain range's history. [A]

It was commonly held that the Himalayas had formed 

approximately 55 million years ago when India drifted 
17 

north on a layer of semimolten rock, collided with Asia. 

ACT-802 
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1 
11. A. NO CHANGE

B. constant companionship,
C. constant, companionship
D. constant companionship

12. At this point, the writer is considering adding the fol
lowing accurate information:

that involved much contact with the public, 
grueling training sessions, and frequent travel 

Should the writer make this addition here? 
F. Yes, because it names some of the stresses Secre

tariat endnred.
G. Yes, because it provides examples of Sweat's dili

gent care for Secretariat
H. No, because it shows th;i.t Sweat's care had little

impact on SecretariafS Performances.
J. No, because it demonstrates that Secretariat was

an unusually difficult racehorse.

13. A. NO CHANGE
B. but, his groom, Eddie Sweat
C. but, hi.s,groom Eddie Sweat,
D. but his groom, Eddie Sweat

14. F. NOCHANGE
G. would test
H. resting
J. rested

15. Given that all the choices. are accurate, which one most
effectively concludes the sentence and the essay by
reinforcing the essay's �ain point?
A. NO CHANGE .. ·. i / C'" '.>
B. remains there today, a cel�bfatii'iµi�f)lie spirit of

one of the greatestraceliotst\s in ·history> . .
C. weighs 1,500 pounds a11.djs located in .the sectio.n

of the park called !>.ecre\ariat Plaza. . .
D. is a beautiful remindef9fthe special bond that can

fOl"IIl between horse �ndjockey. · · 

16. F. NO CHANGE . . .G. geologist, Elizahetli 'C�tlos
H. geologist ElizabetlfCatlos,
J. geologist ElizabethCatlos

17. A. NO CHANGE
B. India, has been drifting
C. India, drifting
D. India bad drifted

4 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE{ 
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The collision forced one tectonic plate into the other, 

18 

crumpling the land where the plate.s met. The resulting 

mountain range, one of the longest in the world, 

stretches 1,500 miles across six countries and 

features many impressive .mountains. Although .. 
. the Himalayan range was thought to have·remained 

relatively .unchanged over these tens of millions of years, 

Catlos was surprised to discover that some of the garnets 

she had collected 'formed Jess. than th.at many years ago. [BJ 
. 20 

[2] 

Garne,ts are gemstones with a crystal structure. 

They are formed many miles beneath the surface of. tl)e 

earth, where high pressures and temperatures allows 
21 

them to crystallize. These gemstones are really good in 
·22 

geologic dating. [C] Resistant to chemical change after 
23 

they crystallize, scientists can analyze the gemstones 

to determine the temperature and pressure of the 

earth when the garnets formed. Such analyses , 

are possible because garnets also contain monazite, 

a rare mineral that is easily dated. This allows scienti.sts 
24 

to identify the garnets' approximate age. And the earth's 
25 

conditions when the gemstones formed, 

■ ■ ■ ■ 

5 

18. F. NO CHANGE
G. compelled
ff ... imposed
J. coerced

19. The writer is considering revising
tion to the following:

boasts nine of the world's ten highest peaks. 
Should the writer make this.r10visi(!n? 
A. Yes, because it expiains why the Himalayas stretch

across so· many- countries.
B. Yes, because it provides a specific detail that iilus

trates the magnitude of the mountain range.
C. No, because it does not indicate where the tenth

highest peak is located.
D. No, because it repeats information provided earlier

in the paragraph.

20. Which. choice draws the most specific contrast between
the presumed age of the Himalayas and the age of the
garnets Catlcis collected?
F. NOCHANGE

. G.. only a .few million 
H. not very many
J. DELETE the underlined portion.

21. A. NO CHANGE
B. has allowed
C. is allowing
D. allow

22. F. NO CHANGE
G. work so well when it c.omes to
H. are particularly useful for
J. do a pretty great job with

23. A; NO CHANGE
B.. Because garnets are resistant to
C. Since they resist
D. Resisting

24. F. NO CHANGE
G. a rare., easily dated mineral that makes these analy

ses feasible.
H. a rare mineral that is easily dated without difficulty.
J. an easily dated, rare mineral found in garnets.

25. A. NO CHANGE
B. age;and ·
c; age, and
D. age and

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE, 
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[3] 

The dating of Catlos's garnets, as well as analysis of 

the pressures and temperatures encoded in their structure, 

indicates that they were not formed by a single coUision, 
26 

as was previously thought. Rather, it seems that India has 

continued to push northward into Asia. According to new 

estimates, the mountain range as we know it today most 
rr 

likely underwent major changes as recently as five million 

years ago. Incredibly, as one of Catlos's colleagues notes, 
28 

"Geologically, the present Himalayan range front was 

formed just yesterday." [DJ 

26. F.
G.
H.
J.

27. A.
B.
C.
D.

28. F.
G.
H.
J.

NO CHANGE 
the Himalayas 
mountain·s 

some 

NO CHAi'IIGE 
as it is known to we 
as we know them 
that us know 

NO CHANGE 
have noted, 
are noting, 
note� 

. > 

• ·

Questions 29 and 30 ask about the preceding passage as a whole. 

29. The writer is considering adding the following sen-
tence to the essay:

Specifically, garnets are key minerals scien
tists use to determine the age and origin of 
igneous and metamorphic rock. 

If the writer were to add this sentence, it would. most 
logically be. placed at: 
A. Point A in Paragraph I.
B. Point B in Paragraph L
C. Point C in Paragraph 2.
D. Point D in Paragraph 3.

6 

·. 

30. Suppose th.; writer's prunary purpose had been to offer
a l)rief biography of a notable scientist. Would th.is
essay accomplish that purpose?
R Yes,_.because_it otJ,tlines :On_¢ spi��t��ff:S','¢:Qntrib\1,ti,on 

to.the study of precious gemst,,nesc' .. . · 
G. Yes, because it states thatCatlos was the one to

discover the true age of the Himalayas.
H. No, because it focuses on how one geologic find

ing.cha,11ged al<1Qg:lidd•sQiennfic,belief.
J. No. becimseit includes illformation abont Catlos 's

colieagues as well.

GO ON TO TME NEXT PAGE. 
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PASSAGEV 

A Natural Comedian 

[ 1] When silent comedy films, which debuted
61 

in the early 1900s, the public was delighted by 

slapstick's over-the-top brawls, falls, and pantomimes. 

[2] Exaggerated gestures and expressions, long used

by actors to hammer home the hilarity of their acts in 

vaudeville theaters, began to fall flat with filmgoers. 

[3] By 1910, however, audiences' tastes were more refined.
62 

[4] Craving comedies, but they lamented the overacting,
'3 

audiences began to call for funnier-and more natural
•• 

silent actors. 8 

An illustrator's model, Mabel Normand, proved 

perfect for the part. Skilled at calling up. realistic emotions 

for magazine art and ads, Normand was invited to take 

part in a film as an extra. After impressing them with her 
66 

natural wit and nuanced expressions, directors at the 

Biograph film company offered her a costar's contract. 

Within a year, she was accepting starring roles with 

major studios. B 

■ ■ 

11 

61. A. NO CHANGE
B. films that debuted
C. films debuted
D. films, debuting

62. F. NO CHANGE
G. audience's tastes were
H. audience's taste was
J. audierices' taste was

63. A. NO CHANGE
B. Though moviegoers craved comedies, they

lamented
C. Despite craving comedies, moviegoers lamented
D. Craving comedies but lamenting

64. F. NO CHANGE
G. funnier (and more natural),
H. funnier-and more natural
J. funnier, and more natural

65. Which sequence of sentences makes this paragraph
most logical?
A. NOCHANGE
B. l, 3, 2, 4
C. l, 3, 4, 2
D. 1, 4, 2, 3

66. F. NO CHANGE
G. Impressed
H. An impressive actor
J. Impressing them

67. If the writer were.to. delete the preceding sentence, this
paragraph would primarily lose:
A. a suggestion that Normand's success turned the

Biograph film company into a major film studio.
B. an e1<planation of how Normand switched from

dramatic acting to comedic acting,
C. a detail establishing the idea that Normand was

popular with audiences.
D. an indication of how quickly Normand's acting

career flourished.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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Question 75 asks about the preceding passage 
as a whole. 

75. Suppose the writer's main purpose had been to expl�re
the significance of an early film actor's career. Would
this essay accomplish that purpose?
A. Yes, because it focuses on how the decision to

pursue an actiug career changed Normand's per-
sonality. and ambi.tions. . . . . .

B. Yes., bec.ause it discusses how Normand'suni9ue
charm. anil ·impressive acting talents affected
comedy film.

C. No, because it describes how Normand left slap'
· stick acting to write and direct more sophisticated
comedy films.

D .. No, because it indkates.that, after a brief period of 
popularity, .comedy films like Normand's failed to 
satisfy audiences. 

END OF TEST 1 

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UN"f.lL TOLD TO DO SO. 
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Use the following information to answer 
questions 33-35. 

. 

In the standard (x,y) coordinate plane below, f:,AOB is
-formed by AB, tbe x-axis, and the y-axis.

y 

A(0,6) 

33. What is the area of i:,,AOB in square coordinate units?
A. 6
B. 6V2
C. 12
D. 18
E. 36

34. What is tbe length of AB in coordinate units?
F. 2\/6

G. 6V2
H. 6\/3
J. 6
K. 12

-35. Which of tbe following is an equation of AB ?
A. y= -x+6
B. y= x-6
C. y= x+6
D. y=-6x-6
E. y= 6x+6

36. Which of the following arranges the nuQ1bers } , 1.8,
1.08, and 1.08 in.to ascending order? (Note: The
overbar notation shows that the digits under the bar
will repeat. For example, 1.73 = 1.737373 ... )

9 - -F. · 5 < 1.08 < 1.08 < 1.8
9 - -G. 5 < 1.08 < 1.08 < 1.8
- 9 '-H. 1.08 < 1.08 < 5 < 1.8

J O ·-o - 9 . L 8<1. 8< i.8< 5
- 9 -K. 1.08< 1.08 < 5 < 1.8 

22 

. · , DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.·. 







46. The difference f- �} ' lies fo which of the following
intervals graphed on the real number line?

F.
I 2 l 4 1 
5 5 5 5

G. 
I 2 l 4 1 
5 5 5 5

H. 
I 1 3 4 1 
5 5 5 5 

J. 

l. 2 l ± 1 
5 5 5 5 

K. 
I 2 l 4 1 
5 5 5 5

47. The recursive formula for a sequence is given below,
where a,, is the value of the nth term.

a1 = 10
a,1 :::: an -1 +5 

Which of the following equations is an explicit 
formula for this sequence? 

A. a
,,

= -5n+ IO

B. a = 
n 

5n + 5

c. a
,,

= Sn+ IO

D. a,
1 
== lOn- 5

E. a,
1

= 10n+ 5

48. The probabilities that each of 2 independent events
will occur are given in the table below.

' 

Event Probability 

A 0.20 
B 0.40 

What is the probability that both Events A and B will 
occur-that is, P(A and B) ? 
F. 0.08
G. 0.20
H. 0.30
J. 0.50
K. 0.60

49. What is the solution set of the equation
x

4 + 2lx2- IO0 = 0?

A. {-25, 4)
B. {-25, -2, 2)
c. { -5, -4, 5)
D. { -5, 5, -2i, 2i}
E. { -2, 2, -Si, Si}

25 

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE. 

n 
£ 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 







55. The graphs" ofy =;ix+ 1; J' ;;,:,: -"'.3,:and xi+ y2 = 9 are
shown in,the .standard (x,y) coordinate plane below.
The shaded region is the solution set to one of the
following systems of inequalities. Which system is it?

y 

A. yS x-3
i'+y2s9

B. yS x-3
x'+y'<!9

C., yS-x+ I 
x'+y's9 

D. y<! x-3
x'+y's9

E. y<!-x+ I
x'+y'<!9

56. The. function f(x) is shown below with several points
labeled. Another function, g(x), is defined such that
g(x) = �[f(x)- 3]. What is g(4)?

(-3,1) 
F. -4
G. -1
H. I -3
J. 4

K. 7

f(x) 

(-1,2) (1,2) 

I 

-I 0 
I 

-1

57. The ratio of <! to b is 6 to I, and the ratio 'of b to c is
12 .to I. Wliat is the value of !: ! �! ?

3 
A. 8
B .. 

C. 
16 

D. 
60 

E. 
48 

7 
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· DO :YOUR FIGUFllNG HJ:RE.
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58. The frequency histogram below shows •the distribution
of the heights, in inches, of 11 basketball players.

66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 
heights of the basketball players 

(inches) 

Using the data from the frequency histogram, what i.s 
the sum of the mean and the median of this distribution? 
F. 141
G. 142
H. 143
J. 144
K. 145

59. In the. standard (x,y) coordinate plane, what is .the
y-intercept of the graph of the. function y = f(x) defined
below?

A. -5

B. -3

. C •• -1 

{ 
x2 

- 1 for x. <-3
f(x)= 2x -5 for-3:,xS:2 

• Ix -3Jfor. x>2

D. 2.5
E. 3

60. What is the matrix productH 1 ][� :]\ · ..,' ' ' , 
F. [�� �t]
G. [(2a +Ab)]

. (6c+5d)

H. [(2a + 6c) (4b + 5d)]'

J [<.2a+6b) (4a+5b)]·· .. ·
• (2c+6d) (4c+5d) · 

[(2a + 4c). <. 2b +.·4d)]K. 
(6a + 5c) (6b + 5d) 

DO YOUR.FIGURING HERE. 

ENC> OF TEST 2 

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTJL TOl:.DTO DO $0. 

DO NOT RETURN TO THE PREVIOUS TEST. 
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READING TEST 

35 Minutes-40 Questions 

DIRECTIONS: There are several passages in this test. 
Each passage is accompanied by .. several questions. 
After reading a passage, choose thfbest answer to each 
question and fill in the correspbriqj11g OV/11 oil your 
answer document. You may refer to•the passages as 
often as necessary. 

Passage I 

LITERARY NARRATIVE: This passage is adapted from the 
novel Bitter Grounds by Sandra Benftez (©1997 by Sandra 
Benitez). 

Alvaro Tobar gripped the wheel of his convertible 
and leaned into the approaching curve. He loved the 
sense of power he experienced when he was in the 
driver's seat. He'd owned the car since before the war, 

5 and maybe now that the war had ended, he would buy a 
newer model. This convertible he would not sell, how
ever. He patted the wheel as if reasspring the vehicle of 
his loyalty. 

It was a late afternoon in early November. The air 
10 was heavy with coming rain, surely one of the last 

downpours before the dry season. Alvaro would wait 
for the first drops to fall before he stopped to raise the 
car's top. He was only a few kilom�ters from San 
Salvador and, once inside the city limits, only minutes 

15 from home. 

Alvaro's thoughts turned to his cotton harvest. For 
the past week, he'd been on the eastern coast, at his 
plantation outside Usulutan. On this trip, he had helped 
ready the hacienda for the harvest, which would start at 

20 mouth'send. Much was riding on his cotton. He always 
referred to itas. c'rili algod6n." My cotton, a venture that 
he, and not. his mother, controlled. He pictured his 
mother's strong, handsome face. Eugenia Herrera de 
Tobar. At seventy-three, dofia Eugenia was still the 

25 undisputed ruler of the Tobar family. As the doyenne, 
she controlled her business and private affairs with ·as 
much vigor as she had since her husband's death. 
Because she had Alvaro and his four older sisters to 
raise, she took over the reins of her husband's cattle-

30 ranching operation an.cl his vast property holdings and 
never relinquished them. Under her control, her hus
b.and's e11terprises prospered. Oh, there were moments 
when she cried out against the fate that had sent her 

. . down a path strewn with so .flluch respo11sipility, "It's ·a 
35 heavy burden life has handed me," she liked to. say. "A 

burden I fong to have. lifted from my shoulclers." Eyell 
as a youngster, however, when Alvaro heard his 
mother's lamentations, he had glimpsed into her heart 
as if her chest were made of glass. In her heart, he had 

40 seen the pleasure the burden gave her. 

It was power that obsessed her.· And could he 
blame her? He had had a whiff of the heady scent of 

ACT-802- 30 

power himself. He smelled itin his cotton. He'd been in 
the .business for .four years. The first three years were 

45 hopeful ones. There was a world war, and unlike coffee, 
cotton prices rose steadily, thanks to the growth of the 
local textile industry. 

From the start, his mother had not encouraged him 
to strike out on his own. "Only fools go into cotton 

50 when there's cattle to be raised or coffee to be grown," 
she said, compelling him to work all the harder to prove 
her wrong. He. had spent months scouting for the right 
land among the family's properties on the flat coastal 
plain. When he found it, he had lovingly sown the best 

55 seed. himself. And he had kept a vigil on the growing 
plants. Lying in a hut next to the field, he was present at 
the moment the bnds broke into flower. 

Once Alvaro reached Avenida Cuscatlan; he accel
erated, weaving in and out of traffic. Cotton. A man 

60 took a risk growing it, for cotton might nevermake the 
money coffee would, but Alvaro did .not allow. this 
thought to perturb him. He had various . means of 
making a living: There was real estate to be bonght and 
sold, a seat on the bank board, the shrimping business. 

65 on the coast. He had disbanded his law practice years 
ago, although, at times, he took a case or two on a con
sulting basis. But it was in the cotton business th.at he'.d 
placed his heart and money, Last year, sosure was he of 
a better-than-ever.yield, that he'd inve.stecl. his wife's 

70 ·money in it as well. It was the inheritance from her 
grandfather, bequeathed to . her twelve years before. 
Magda had entrusted it to Alvaro, and he had carefully 
managed the money, seeing to its gro�th. When the 
time was right, she would us.e her inherita11ce for her 

75 own business scheme: a gift shop named Tesoro�. 

The disaster of last year's harvest flooded his 
mind. He sank back against the seat, remembering his 
cotton, the bolls swollen and soon to burst into a cloud 
of white, infested malevolently with weevils. 

80 But this year would be different. He had taken 
measures .. He had spent the better part of the week 
stockpiling insecticides that would insure this crop 
against failnre. He had not told Magda any of this, of 
course. Why cause her concern? It was all a matter of 

85 cash flow, of money transferred from one acconnt to the 
other, of bank loans and promissory notes. This 
because of insecticides, would bring his first bump,er 
crop. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT 





Passage II 

SOCIAL SCIENCE:. This passage is adapted from The Tipping 
Point: Ho'w Little Thiflgs Can Make a Big Difference by Malcolm 

Gl,adwell (©2002 by Malcolm Gladwell}.

Th.ere is a concept in cognitive psychology called 
th,e channel capacity, which refers Jo the amount of 
space in our brain for certain kinds of infor'!'ation. Sup
pose, for example, that I played you a number of differ-

s ent musical tones, at random, and asked you to identify 
each one with a number. If I played you a really low 
tone, y_on would call it one, and if I played you. a 
medium tone yon would, call it two, and a high tone you 
w.ould call three. The purpose of the test is to find out 

10 how long you can continue to distinguish among differ
ent tones. Most people can divide tones into only about 
six different categories before they begin to make mis
takes and start lumping different tones in the same cate
gory. This is a remarkably consistent finding. If, for 

15 example, I played you five very high pitched tones, 
you'd be able to ten them apart And if I played you 
five. very low pitched tones, you'd be .able to. tell them 
apart. You'd think, then, that. i.f I combined, those high 
and Jow. tones and played them for you all at once, 

20 you'd be able to divide them into ten categories. But 
you won't be able to .. Chances are you'll still be stuck 
at about six categories. 

As human beings, we can only handle so much 
information at once. Once we pass a certain boundary, 

25 we become overwhelmed. What I'm describing here is 
an intellectual capacity-our ability to process raw 
information. But if you think about it, we clearly have a 
channel capacity for feelings as well. 

Take a minute; for example, to make a list of all 
30 the people whom you would consideryourself truly 

close to;The,average answer is 12 munes, Those names 
make up what psychologists caHour sympathy group. 
Why aren't groups any larger? Partly ifs a question :of 
time. ff you look at the names on your sympathy hst, 

35 they are pmbal>ly the people whom you devote the most 
attention to. If your list was .twice as long, would you 
still be as close to everyone? Probably not. To be some
one's_Jriend require_s a minirhum Jnvestment __ of_time. 
More than that, though, it takes empti,mal energy, At a 

40 certain point,, at somewhere between 10 and 15 people, 
we begin to overload.just as we begin to overload when 
we have to distinguish between too many tones. 

Perhaps the most interesting natural limit, how
ever, is what might be called our social channel capac-

45 ity. The case for a social capacity has been made, most 
persuasively, by the British anthropologist Robin 
Dunbar. Dunbar begins with a simple observation .. Pd
mates�monkeys, chimps, baboons, humans-,--have the 
biggest brains of all mammals. More important,. a spe-

50 cific part of the. brain of humans and other primates-
the region known as the neocortex, which deals with 
complex thought and .reasoning-is huge by mammal 
standards. For years, scientists. have argued back and 
forth about why this is the case. One theory is that our 
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8 
55-- brains evO}Ved:.:because oµr primate an'cestors, began to 

engage in more sophisticated food gathering: instead of 
just eating grasses and leaves .they began eating fruit, 
which takes more thinking power. You travel .much far
ther to find fruit than leaves, so you need t.o be able to 

60 create l:Ilental maps. You have .to worry abqut ripeness. 
You have t.o peel.parts away in order to eat the flesh of 
a.fruit, and so on. The problem with that theory is that
if you try to match up brain size with eating patterns
among primates, it doesn't work. So what does corr�-

65 late with brain_ size? The answer, Dunbar argues, 1s 
group ,size. If you look at any species of primate-at 
every variety of monkey and ape-c--the larger their neo
cortex is, the larger the average size of the groups they 
live with. 

70 . . Dunbar's ,u-gument is that brains evolve, they get 
bigger, in order to handle the complexities of larger 
social groups. If you belong to a group of five people, 
Dunbar points out, you have to keep track of ten sepa
rate relationships: your relationships with .the Jour 

75 others in your circle and the six otheftwo0way relation
ships between the others, That's what it means to know 
everyone in the circle. You have to understand the per
sonal dynamics of the group. If you belongto a group 
of twenty people, however, there-ar� now 190 two'way 

BO relationships to keep track of: 19 involving yourself and 
171 involving the rest of the. group . .Even a relatively 
small increase. in the .size of a group creates a signifi
cant additional social and intellectual burden. Humans 
socialize in the largest groups . of all primates because 

85 we are the only animals with brains large enough to 
handle .the complexities of that social arrangement., 

11. Which of.the following statements best describes the
organizational structure of the passage?
A. The anthor describes a psychological concept and

then explores aspects of that concept that.support a
central claim.

B. The author presents theories about a psychological
concept by describing his own experiences with it. , •i

C. The author provides a chronology of the develop- jment ofa psychological concept.. · 'i
D. The author presents a' problem from the field of ,,

psychology and then offers several possible solo- ,:�

12. Bas:�
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t
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�hich of the following state- iJ 
ments best captures the central idea behind the concept ,, ,
of channel capacity? ;S,
F. "There is a· concept in cognitive psychology called .:_:,_l

the channel capacity" (lines 1-2). 
G. "This is a remarkably consistent finding" (line 14). Jr
H. "As human beings, we can only handle so much '-"

information at .once" (lines 23-24).
J, "But if you think about it, we clearly have a chanf 

nel capacity for feelings as well" (lines 27-28). · '
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. a. 
Passage Ill· 

HUMAN)Tll;S: · Pa�sage A is adapted from the essay. "On 
Miniatures" by Lia Purpura (©2006 by Lia Purpura). Passage B 
is adapted -from the · article 1'When_ the Virtual Tru·mps Reality: 
'The· ·Prayer Book· of Claude de France•n by. _James Gardner 
(©200� by TWO SLLLC) . .  

Passage A by Lia Purpura 

Why are miniature things so compelling? 

The miniature is mysterious . We wonder how all
those parts work when they're so small. It's why_ we
linger over an infant's fingers and toes, those:astomsh,

5 ing replicas: we. c.an't quite believe th\'Y work. ,Chi,
huahuas work. Birds and bonsai trees w9rk. J\,finiat.ures
are improbable, unlikely. Causes to marvel. Surprfaes.
Feats of engineering. Products of an ob.sessive.detailer. 

Miniatures offer changes of scale . by which we
10·. measure ourselves anew. -On one hand, miniatqres po�i_t 

an omniscient onlooker, able to. take in the whole at
once: Consider your self in ·relation to pollhouses,
snowglobes;' · frog spawn, aquariums,. souvenir ·key, 
chl'ins, you .look through (\l see a picture of )he .. vi,ry

15  spot .ypu're visiting, stilled: You are.large enough to
hold such things fl)lly in hand. Qn the other, !iand,
miniatures issue invitations to their realm, ,llll\l suggest
we forget or disregard our size. In dollhouse land, you
can walk through the kitchen, livingroom, bedroom

20 with your three inch high friend. and, face pre�sedto the
window, feel the .c11shions of.the, thumbnail loveseat
hold you. Fit . i.nside the miniature, we experience . cer,
tain states of being or•belief: worlds in a grain ofsand; 
eternities. in wildflowers, Regions. beyond our normal, 

25. sized perception,. Whether we are, in relation to them, 
omniscient .or c01upaJ1ionably :small beings, miniatures
invite us tci leave .our known selves and perspectives
behind. 

. . 

. Miniatures encourage attention..,.,,in the way whis, 
30 pering requires a listener to quiet down and. incline 

toward the speaker. Sometimes we need binoculars,
microscopes, viewmasters to assist our_ looking,·_ b.ut
mediated or not, miniattires:._suggest there is more there 
than meets the eye easily. They suggest there is much to 

35 miss if we don't look hard at spaces, crevices, crannies. 

The miniature; a working, functioning complete
world unto itself, · is not. merely a "small" or ''brief"
thing. or a "shortened" form of something larger. Minia,
tures transcend. their size. · Most strangely to me, minia,

40 tures are . radically self0snfficient. The beings who
inhabit fairylands, those elves and sprites, pixies and
trolls, don't usually strive to be our pals. They don't
need us. Their small11ess is our problem, or intrigue, or
desire. 

Passage B by James Gardner 

45 ,Without meaning to do so, the MorganLibrary has
created a triumph of conceptual art: the smallest art 
exhibition. in the world. "The Prayer Book of Claude de 
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a 
· France;'' as the exhibition is called, cqnsists of nothing
other. thau.!'The Prayer Book of Clau.de de :France." At 

50 2<3/4 by2 inches, the. exhibition.and the book are both
so small that they can fit in the palm of_your.han�. '!hat
may 110( so.undlike mqch until y<Ju r<cal1ze tl,at lh(s 11lu, 
minated miniature contains 132 scenes from the ltves of 
Christ, the Virgin,the apostles, and s11ndry saints. As 

55 such,it is a gallery unto itself, 

In ''The Work of Art in the Age <Jf M;echanical
Reproduction,". Walter Benjarnin's .. overrated essay of 
1936, the autbo(famously. asserted .that: no .9ne would ,
feel the. need to .stand before the original when one 

60 could· own a reproduction, The folly Qfthi�. idea Jvill be 
self,evident to anyone with the remotest sensitivity to 
visual art. ---NO_· _mat!·er how--- go()d -3. reproduction/ you
have to bear physical witness to each' pucker and weave
of canvas, each splash of puddled ink in an. Old Master

65 drawing, Only then can �ou truly say that you have •seen
the work of art. 

It was with such convictions< that l rush.ed over to
the Morgan 10 see the tiny comm'/dity_ in }Jues.ti?n,
What a Waste of time! Not because :the obJect 1s lackmg

70 in worthiness, but because the Morgan's own Web site
offers a m<)llns .oi; exll])lining)he J>oqk, that,. in this case,
fa� surpasses any direct encounter. Every page Qf the
manuscript is t!iere in Jiving cojor, aµd tl!e �ooJll J1lec�,
anism •is so powerful and s9 .precise that. y.9u .  can . get_ m

75 closer than .if you were hunched over the re.al thing with
. a strong magnifying glass, ?:oom in to •one of the figs 
ures, scirrcelythe size of a fj11ger.naU., . and.you see the 
tiny .head in perfect focus. Zooming in deeper, you see 
the beard on the head, then the hairs on the beard, then 

80 tbe point at ' which the \Vho.l� thfog_ dfs.s°.lyes int_o 
abstract ,ut, as . the strokes of the wt1st s s,ng.le,halI 
brush merge with the \Var(ied and mottled s11rfa�e of the 
vellum. · 

.· . The 1,11i�fat�re In quesiihn was C0ll)l111SSioned for 
85 Qµeefr Claude. of Fraili;:e'. Nearly three g�11erafious after 

the il)vention of printing; there Was no pra9tical reason 
to commission this work. Rather, it was the deHght in 
luxury itself, as well, perhaps, as the spirit of sacrifice
that brought this work into existence. 

Questicms 21--23 ask about Passage A. 

21. The. organization of Passage A is best described as a
list of: 
A. innovations in miniature art followed by an expla,

nationoftechniques for creating miniatures. 
B. misconceptions about miniature . art followed by a

· personal account of working with miniatures. 
C. qualities i:niniature things share, including descripa

tive examples thatillustrate these ,qualities, 
D; reasons artists create. miniature · things; including

testiinonies from major artists. 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 



<; ·22: The example of "do!Ihouse land" (lines 18-22)primar
il y serves to illustrate the author's point that miniatures
can encourage people to: 
F. live life ataslower pace.

. G. disregard their own size. 
H. remember important places. 
J. look hard at hidden crevices.

23, As it is used in line 33, the word mediated mostnearly
means: '. 

A. considered.
B. advised. 
C. solv.ed .. 
D. aided. 

Questions 24�27 ask about Passage B. 

. ' 

24, The author o( P11ssage B most )ikely suIWI1ar.izes the
assertions of the essayist Benj=in in ord"W to: 
F. · explain the principle .the Morgaq. Ubrary nsed 

when deciding \Vhetliet to show the odgihal prayer
book or a reproduction. .. . · · · ... · ·. · . ·. · .. •.·. 

G. present amajor argument iq. the attfield .that the
passage•'author rejected when deciding to view the
prayer book in person. , ' 

. 
. 

H. snpport the pas�age author's assertion tliat the
prayer book is a gallery unto itself. . . • J. offer a second reviewer's opinion of the prayer
book. · · 

25, According to Passage B, W_ere. the autM(s expecta
tions about seeing the prayer book in person ultimately
met? _ , · .,' , · · 
'A. Yes, be�;�se Ile was<abletp view the detailof tile

book down toits brushstrokes. ., .. , .•·; . · 
,B. Yes, b�ca11se he was. able (o.Jearnabout the book's

history while at the exhibit ..... , . .· ... 
C. No, because he.· was able to view the book in

greater detail usihg the .library's website. 
D. No, because he found the artwork.in the book to be

of poor quality. 

26, The author of Passage B indicat.es that the figures in
the prayer book are approximately the size of: 
F. a fingernail. 
G. a pucker of canvas. 
H. the palm of a hand.
J. a single hair. 

35 

Q.··.·.·.·, g 
27. The author of Passage, B specnlates that one re.ason: ihe 

prayer book was commissioned was to.allow its owners
to:
A .. enjoy the extravagance . of possessing an elab.orate

work of art. · · · · · 
B. avoid the unpredictability of early .pi;intini, methods.
C. help. the book's artist ere.ate mfoiatures for a

living. . . ,. . · . . .. ,.. . 
D. instill a Jove .of reading in Queen Claude.· 

Questions 28-30 ask about both passages. 

28. Compared to the writi�g style ofi>ass�ge B, the �ril-
ing style of Passage A1s more: 
F. indignant and argumentative, .

. 

G. contemplative and whimsical. 
H .. flippant and sarcastic. 

· J. literal. and scientific, 

,
. 

/' 
.

· . _·. ; ' . ;':,·.)_ _. J 

29. Which of the following statements best captures .a
· main difference in the focus 0£ the two passages? 
A. l'assage k fo�\;ses .on the appeal .of miniatures in 

g"neral, while Passage B focuses. !)'n. t)te experi
ence of viewing a single m/!'i&ture object .•. 

B .. passage A fo"tises. oil the ;1uthor) mem,oties of
mini.atures from h,er chilllttood; \Vliile ,}"ai;sage B 
foe use� pn a famous coll,ectip11 of 111llliatures. · . 

C. Passage A focuses. oil the.ltisfoticill signiffoance of
mipiat�res, . whjle Passage Il. focu,ses · on . h9w
miniatures influence ccintemporru;y art, .. ··• ... • .. ·•.· I>. Palisa'geAfocuses on miniatures !lS !)ii ru;tform, 
while Passage B.focuses. on. the. pra9\icaluse.s of , 
m,iniatutes. · 

· · 

30, .· Based on the_ passages, both authors would most likely
agree tltat an importilntfactor contributipg to the .. llrtis
tic. value of a mlniaiore is the artist's ability.tp; 

· · · 1!'. . cr,,11te wodcjn.g replicas of larger,. "eal,ohjects, 
· G, master' the Use of unusual and costly 111atet'ials: 
H. 'conceaj;abstract,art -.,ithinm�re r¢ij:lisiic i111"g�s. 
J. render objects and iinag�s with paiitstall:iq.g d�

_
tail.

GO ON TC> THE NEXT PAGE. 
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SCIENCE TEST 

35 Minutes-40 Questions 

DIRECTIONS: There are several passages . in this test. 
Each passage is followed by seve.ral questions; After 
reading a passage, choose the best answer to each 
question and fill in the corresponding oval on your 
answer document. You may refer to the passages as 
often as necessary. 

You are NOT permitted to use a calculator on this test. 

Passage I 

As an apple ripens, it undergoes changes in its finn
ness (the maximum force that can be applied to the apple 
without puncturing its skin) and in its production of 
volatile (readily vaporized) compounds. A study examined 
how the storage time at I °C affected the firmness and the 
vo.l.atile abundance (the concentration of volatile com
pounds produced) of 4 different varieties of apples. Table 1 
shows how the average firmness of each variety changed 
over time at I °C. Table 2 shows how ihe average volatile 
abundance of each variety changed over time at 1 °C. (Note: 
All the apples were of identical maturity at 0 days.) 

. 

Table 1 

Average firmness (in N*) 

Variety 
of apples stored at 1 °C for: 

of apple. 0days 60 days !20days 1.80 days 

Fuji. 73 70 58 I• 56 
Gala 76 59 51 46 
Granny Smith 72 63 49 45 
Red Delicious 78 62 52 50 

.. 
*newtons

Table 2 
. . 

. . 

Average volatile abundance (in mg/L *) 

· Variety
of apples stored at I •c for: 

of apple ' 0days 60 days 120 days 180 days 

Fuji 4.4 6.1 8.2 . 9.3 
Gala 5.5 9.8 7.7 4.0 
Granny Smith 1.0 1.2 2.4 3.3 
Red Delicious 2.7 9.1 8.8 8.6 

. 

*milligrams of volatile compounds per liter of air at
1 atmosphere of pressure
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Tables,adapted:from Jinhe Bai et al., "Response of F,our Apple Cul
tivars to 1-Methylcyclopropene_ Treatment an� Ccintrolled Atmo
sphere. Storage.0 ©2005 by the American Society for Horticultural 
Science. 

1. Suppose that a grocery store wants to purchase a vari
ety of apple that will retain as much of itsjnitial firm
ness. as possible when stored .at .I °C for 6 months.
Based on Table I, which of the4 varieties tested would
best meet the store's selectiori criterion?
A .. Fuji
B. Gala
C. Granny Smith
D. Red Delicious

2. According to Tab.le 2, in the study, was the initial aver
age volatile abundance of the Red Delicious apples
greater than 2.0 mg/L, less than 2.0 mg/L, or equal to
2.0mg/L?
F. Greater
G. Less
H. Equal
J. Cannot be determined from the given information

3. A student predicted that. as the duration of storage at
1 °C increased from 0 days through 180 days, the aver
age concentration of volatile compounds produced by
the apples would always increase. According to
Table 2, this prediction was consistent with the data for
which of the 4 varieties of apples?
A. Granny Smith only
B. Red Delicious only
C. Fuji and Granny Smith only
D. Fuji, Gala, Granny Smith, and Red Delicious

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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4. Based on Table 2, which of the following graphs best

shows the average volatile abundances of the 4 vari
eties of apples at a storage time of 60 days?
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S; Based on Table 1, which of the 4 varieties .of apples 
showed the greatest change in average firmness 
between 60 days of storage and 120 days of storage? 
A. Fuji
B. Gala
c. Granny Smith
D. Red Delicious

6. Consider the_ statement ''Among the Avarieti.es of
apples tested, the variety that initially had the least
average firmness was also the"variety that had the
greatest average volatile abundance at a stotage time of
180 days." Do the data in Tables 1 and 2 support this
statement? ·
F. Yes; tljat variety was Fuji. _ _
G. ¥es; that variety wa� Granny Smith.
H. No; on average, the Fuji apples initially had tlje

. leastfrrmness, hutthe qratJny Smilhapples __ had
the greatest volatile abundatJce at l80 days .. _ 

J. No; "n average, tlje Granny Smith appl€ls initially
had the li,ast finuness, !Jut the. Fuj_i apples had the
greatest v_olatile abundance at 180 days.

GO ON tO THE NEXT PAGI:-
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Figures 2- and 3 adapted from D.- N. Swanston, A. Fi. Ziemer, :and 
R .. J. Janda, "_Rate and Mechanics.of .Progressive Hillslope:-Failure 
in the Redwood_ Cre:ek Basin, Northwestern California." U.S. Geo� 
JOgicat Sllrvey Prote·ssional Paper 1454�E, 1995. 

7. According to Figure 3, the distance that material
moved at Site 5 was greatest between which of the fol
lowing dates?
A. March I, J995, and September I, 1995
B. March I, 1996, and September I, 1996
C. March I, 1997, and September•l,1997
D, March 1, 1998, and September I, 1998

8. Which• of the following statements best �xplains why
precipitation data were collected along with cumula
tive distance data?
F. Water that runs off the surface may decrease the.

rate of mass move.mellt.. _ , _ . 
G. Water that runs off the surface may stop m.ass

movemetit.
H. · Water that infiltrates the soil or rock may increase

the rate of mass movement.
J. Water that infiltrates the soil or rock may stop

mass Dl,Ovemen,t.

9. According to Figur� 3, which of .the following graphs
best shows the cumulative distance that material
moved at Sites 4-6 by March 1, 1996?
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10. Consider in Figure 2 the 6•month peri?ds during wh!ch
there was no. soil creep at any of Sites 1-3. Durmg
those periods, the amount of precipitation that fell at
each of•the sites was:
F. less than 250 mm.
G. between 250 inm and 275 mm.
H. between 275 mm and 300 mm.
Jo greater than 300 mm.

11. Suppose that at Site2 tlie sci�ntis� had also measur�d,
. every 6 months, the climulatrve distance. that mat:nal
at a depth of 2 m belo\'I the surface had moved sine� 
September l, 1994. Based on Figures 1 and 2, on 
March t, 199.8, wo,dd they have more likely .rne�sured
a cumulative di.stance of less than 0.8 m or greater than
0.8'm ?· 
A. Less than 0.8 m, because materi�l at a depih of

2 m below the surface moved faster than material
at the surfac.e,

B. Less than 0;8 m; because material at a depth of
2 m below the surface moved slower than materi,d
at the surface,· . . · ' 

C. Greater ihan 0.8 m, because material !It a depth of
2 m below the surface moved faster than material
at the surface, . . . . . . 

D. Greater than 0.8 m, because material at a depth of
2 m below the surface moved slower than material
at the surface.

12. According to Figures 2 and 3, over t�e study period,
was the cumulative distance that matenal moved dlle to
soil creep less than <>r greater 1:han the c�mulative dis
tance that material moved d1Je to block glide?
F. Less; material moved as mucli as 0.8 m due to soil

creep, whereas material nioved as much as 30 m
due to block glide. . . . ·. . G. Less; material moved as much as 1.4 m due to soil
creep, wliereas material .moved aS.:lllU�h as 64 m 
due to block glide. · 

,.•· . .· ,· ... • ·  
H. Greater' material moved as much as 30 m due to

soil cr;ep, whereas material moyed as much as 
0.8 m due to block glide. 

J. Greater; material moved as much as 64 m due to
soil creep, whereas rtiatt;riaJ moved - as "'iii'uc}:i as 
1.4 m due to block glide. · · .· 

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAG.E. 
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Passage .111 

Students performed 3 experiments to investigate the 
absorption of H20 by dried chickpeas (a type of bean). 

Experiment I 

A sample of 50 dried chickpeas with similar sizes and 
masses was selected. The total mass of the sample was 
measured, an.d the average initial mass per chickpea (CM,) 
was calculated, The sample was immersed in 200 mL of 
distilled lj.20 at 20°C .. After 20 ,min, 5 chickpeas were 
removed from the di_stilled H20 a .nd gently patted dry with 
a paper towel, and their total mass was the]) measured. The 
average final mass per chickpea {CM,) was calculated. At 
each of 6 different• times thereafter; another 5 chickpeas 
were removed from the distilled H20 and gently patted dry 
with a paper towel, and their CM, was determiued . The 
average mois.ture uptake per chickpea (CMU) was then cal
culated for each group of 5 chickpeas using the following 
equation: 

CMU= CM,-CM,
CMi 

The results are shown in Table I. 

Table 1 

Soaking 
time 
(min) CMU 

20 0.15 
40 0.25 
60 0.31 
90 0.40 

120. 0.47
180 0.57 
270 0.68 

Experiment 2

The students repeated the procedure from Experi
ment I at 4 other temperatures (see Table 2). 

Table.2 

Soaking CMU at a temperature (in °C) of: 
time 
(min) 5 30 . 40 50 

20 0.10 0.19 0.23 0.28 
40 0.19 0.32 0.38 0.43 
60 0.23 0.40 0.47 0.57 
90 0.31 0.50 0.58 0.70 

120 · 0.36 0.57 0.69 0.79 
180 0.48 0.69 0.79 0.90 
270 0.56 0.79 0.90 0.99 
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Experiment 3 

The stude])ts repeated the procedure from Experi
ment I, except that they replaced the distilled H,O with 
aqueous solutions of NaCl at 3 different concentrations 
(see Table 3). 

Table 3 
. 

Soaking CMU at an NaCl concentration (in M*) of: 
. ; time 

(min) 05 .. LO 3.0 

20 0.13 0.12 0.09 
40 0.22 · 0.20 0.17 
60 0.26 0.23 0;20 
90 0.32 0.28 0.25 

120 0.37 0.32 0.29 
180 0.42 0.38 0.33 
270 •. · 0.47 0.41 0.38 

. . 

*moles of NaCl per liter of solution

Tables adapted from Gabriel Pinto" and Ali Esin; "Kinetics of the 
Osmotic Hydration of Chickpeas." ©2004 by Division of Chemical 
Education, Inc., American Chemical Society. 

13. According to .the results of Experiment 2, soaking
chickpeas in distilled H20 for what length of time and
at what temperature resulted in the greatest absorption
ofH20?

soaking time 
A. 120 min
B. 120.min
C. 270.min
D. 270min

temperature 
30°c 
50°c 
30°c 
50°c 

14. If a 2.0 M NaCl solution had be.en tested in Experi
ment 3, the CMU at 90 min would most likely have 
been: 
F. less than 0.20.
G. between 0.20 and 0.25. ·
H. between 0.25 and 0.28. 
J. greater than 0.28.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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Passage IV 

Carbon dioxide. (CO2). is consumed. during photosyn
thesis and. produced• during cellular respiration. Photo
synthesis and cellular respiration can be summarized by 
equations l and 2, respectively: 

1) 6CO2 +6H2O + light energy➔ C6H12O6 + 602 

2) C6H 12O6 + 602 ➔ 6CO2 + 6H2O +energy·

When CO2 dissolves in an aqueous solution, an acid is 
formed. Thus, the pH of an aqueous solution is affected by 
the concentration of CO2 dissolved in the soluti.on. A stu
dent performed an experiment to determi.ne how the pH of 
an aqueous solution is affected by the addition to the solu
tion of au organism that is undergoing both photosynthesis 
and cellular respiration, an organism that is undergoing 
cellular respiration but not photosynthesis, or both such 
organ�sms. 

Exp'erimen,t 

The student prep,u:ed a sterileaqueous solution con
taining bromothymol blue. A bromothymol blue solution 
can be yellow, green, or blue in color, depending on its pH 
(see Table I). The student's solution was green. 

Table l 

Color of bromothymol 
pH blue solution . 

<6.0 yellow 
6.0-7.6 green 
>7.6 blue 

The student placed 10 mL of the solution into each of· 
8 sterile tubes (Tubes 1-8). Then she added a piece 
of elodea (a water plant), a snail, or both to each of 
Tubes 3-8, placed a cap on each of Tubes 1 �8, and incu
bated all 8 tubes at 25°C for 24 hr. During the incubation, 
each tube received either no light for 24 hr (dark treatment) 
or constant light for 24 hr (light treatment). Table 2 lists, 
for each tube, the organism(s) present (if either), whether 
the dark or the light treatment was received, and the color 
of the solution at the end of the 24 hr incubation. 
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Table.2 

Darkor Color at the 
Elodea Snail light .. end of:24 hr 

Tube present present . treatment .incuhatiOil 

l no no dark green 
2 no no light green 
3 yes no dark . yeUow 
4 yes ho fight _g_r_eeµ 
5 'nO yes dark y�l!ow 
6 no yes light ·· yellow
7 yes yes dark yellow
8 yes yes light gre_��

20, Suppose that there had been no bromothymol blue in 
the solution placed in the tubes. Which of the follow
ing pieces of equipment would have best allowed the 
students to determine if the concentration of CO2 

dissolved in the solution changed during the 24 hr 
incubation? 
F. Balance
G. Meterstick
H. Microscope
J. pH meter

21. At the end of the 24 hr incubation, the pH of the solu
tion in Tube I was closest to which of the following
values?
A. 2.0
B. 4.0
c. 7.0
D. 10.0

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE. 
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27. According to the resnlts of Experiment 1, as 0

increased, the tension. in Cable 2:
A. increased only.
B. decreased only.
C. remained constant.
D. varied, but with no general trend.

28. Based on the results of Experiments 1 and 2, which of
the following expressions was always equal to zero?
F. T,,+ T,
G. T

1,- T3 

H. T2 +T,
J. T2 -T,

29. Suppose that Cable 2 was attached to the L-shaped
support using a bracket that has a maximum tension
rating of 51 N (meaning that it is unsafe to assume that
the bracket can support forces greater than 51 N).
Based on the results of the experiments, was it safe to
use this bracket?
A. Yes, because T2 exceeded 51 N in one of fue trials.
B. Yes, because T2 did not exceed 51 Nin any of the

trials.
C. No, because T2 exceeded. 51 Nin one of the trials.
D. No, because T, did not exceed 51 N in any of the

trials.

30. Based on the results of Experiment 1, in order for the
absolute value of T1, to be equal to T,,, what angle
should Cable I make with the top of the support?
F. 45° 

G. 55° 

H. 65° 

J. 75° 
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31. Suppose that in Experiment 2 a trial had been per0 

formed in which T,, was 68.6 N .. The mass of the
cylinder in this trial would most likely have been:
A. less than 6.0 kg.
B. between 6.0 kg and 8.0 kg.
C. betwe.en 8.0 kg and 10.0 kg.
D. greater than 10.0 kg.

32. Which 'qf the, following statements about 0 or M sum
marizes an important difference betw.een the 2 experi-
. men ts? In Experiment 1: . 
F .. 9 wa� an iridependeilt variable, whereas in Experi

ment 2, 9 w�s held constant. 
G. · 9 was a dependent variable, whereas in Experi

ment 2, 9 was held constant.
H. M was an independent variable, whereas in Experi

ment 2, M was held constant.
J. M was a dependent variable, whereas in Experi

ment 2, M was held constant.

33. A vector quantity, such as. tension, may be written as
Ax+ By, where A is the vector's horizontal component
and B is the vector's vertical compOnen.t. For example,
the tension (in N) in Cable 1 during Trial 1 could be
written as -55.6x + 9.8y, Which of the following
expressions gives the tension, (in N) in Ca.hie 2 during
Trial 1 ?
A. -55.6x - 9.8y
B. -55.6x + 0.0y
c. 55.tix- 9.8y
D. 5$.6x + O.Oy

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE, 
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'37_ Studies have shown that prior t� 3 bya, liquid. CO2, · once it reached Mars's surface, would have evaporated 

completely before it had flowed 2 km. Does this infor
mation support or weaken the viewpoint of Scientist 2 ? 
A. It supports Scientist 2's viewpoint because none of

the channels in the Chryse Planitia are longer than
2km.

B. It supports Scientist 2) viewpoint because all of
the channels in the Chryse Planitia are fonger than
2km.

C. It weakens .Sc.ientist 2's viewpoint because all of
the channels· in the Chtyse Planitia are at least
100. km long.

D. It weakens Scientist 2's viewpoint because at least
a few of the channels in the Chryse Planitia are
100 km long.

38. The discovery of which of the following features in the
Chryse Plauitia, if made today, would provide the best
support for Scientist 2's viewpoint?
F. A t.'tlck frozen H2O layer
G. A large lake of liquid H2O
H. A 3.5-billfon-year-old mountain
J. A 3.5-billion-year-old impact crater
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39. Suppose liquid H2O was present on Mars's surface
prior to 3 bya. Would Scientist I agree that grey bema
tite might have been present on Mars's surface prior to
3 bya, and would Scientist 2 agree that carbonate ro.ck
might have been present on Mars's surface prior to
3 bya?

Scientist 1 Scientist 2 
A. yes yes 
B. yes no . C. no yes 
D. n,o no 

40. Based 9n Scientist 2's discussion, did the pressure of
rnck and .. s.oil on subsurface ·co2 have the effect of
increasing the. average distance between CO2 mole
cules ot of decreasing the average distanc.e between
CO2 molecules?
F. Increasing the average distance, because CO2 

c-hanged from a liquid to a gas.
G. Increasing the average distance, because CO2 

changed from a gas to a liquid.
H. Decreasing the average distance, becaus.e CO2 

changed from a liquid to a gas.
J. Decreasing the average distance, because CO2 

changed from a gas to a liquid.

ENDOFTEST4 

STOP! DO NOT RETURN TO ANY OTHER TEST. 
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Scoring Keys for Form B02 

. Use the scoring key for each test to score your answer document for the multiple-choice tests. Mark a "l" in the 
blank for each question you answered correctly. Add up the numbers in each reporting category and enter the total 
number correct for each reporting category in the blanks provided. Also enter the total number correct for each test 
in the blanks provided. The total number correct for each test is the sum of the number correct in each reporting 
category. 

Test 1: English-Scoring Key 

Reporting 
Category• 

Key POW KLA CSE 

1. C
-

2. J
-

3. B
-

4_· H
-

5. B
-

6. J
-

7. D
-

8. H
-

9. 
10. G

- . 

11. D

12. F
-

13. A
-

14. H

15. A
-

16. 
-

17. 
-

18. 
19. 
20. G

-

21. D
-

22. H
-

23. B
-

24. F
-

25. D
-

26. G
-

27. A
-

28.
29. C

-

30. H

31. D
-

32. 
33. A

-

34. F

Key 

39. B
40. G

41. D

42. H

43. D

44. F

45. 
46. H

47. B
48. F

49. B .
50.
51. B
52. F

53. A
54 . H

55. D

56. J

57. A

58. H

59. B
60. J

61. C

62. 
63. D

64. F

65. B
66. G

67. D

68. H

69. A
70. J

71. A
72.

Reporting 
Category* 

POW KLA CSE 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

·-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

, 

*Reporting Categories
POW = Production of Writing
KLA = Knowledge of Language
CSE = Conventions of Standard English

N11mber Correct (Raw Score) for: 

Production of Writing (POW) 

Knowledge of Language (KLA) 

(23) 

(12) 
-

35. C 73. B
Conventions of Standard English (CSE) __ _ 

-

36. H
- 74. 

37. A
-

75. 
38. H

-

B 
-
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Total Number Correct for English Test 
POW + KLA + CSE)" 

(40) 

(75)





Test 3: Reading-Scoring Key 

Reporting 
Category• 

� 

Key KID cs IKI Key 

1. D - 21. C 
2. G - 22. G

3. D - 23. 
4. 24. G

5. A 25. C
6. - 26. F
7. B . 

- ·21. A.
8. G - 28.
9. C 29. A

10. 30. J. 

11. - 31. D
12. H - 32. F 
13. C - 33. C 
14. 34. J 

15. C - 35. 
16. F - 36. F 
17. - 37. D
18. G 38.
19. D - 39.
20. F . - 40. H 

Test 4: Science-Scoring Key 

Reporting 
Category* 

Key IOD SIN EMI . Key 

1. A - 21. C 
2. F -

. 22 H 

3. C - 23. C 
4. 24. F 
5. C 25. 
6. J

-
26. G

7. D -· 27 .. B

8. 28. 
9. B - 29. 

10. F 30. F·
11. B

-
31. B

12. G - 32. 
13. D 33. D
14. 34. F 
15. 35. B

16. 36. G

17. A _, 37. D
18. G

-

. 38. J

19. A - 39, A 
20. J 40. J

Reporting 
Category* 

KID cs IKI 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

. Reporting 
Category* 

10D SIN EMI 

-

-

-

. .. -

-

-

I -

-

-. 

-. , 
-

. 

' -

. 

-
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•Reporting Categories
. KID = Key Ideas.& Details
CS = Craft & Structure
IKI = Integration of Knowledge & Ideas

Number Correct (Raw Score) for: 

Key ld11as & Details (KID) 

Craft & Structure (CS) 

Integration of Knowledge & Ideas (IKI) 

(23) 

(12) 

(5) 

Total Number Correct for Reading Test �· ��-
(KID + CS + IKI) (40) 

*Reporting Categories
IOD = Interpretation of Data
SIN = Scientific Investigation
EMI = Evaluation of Models,

Inferences & Experimental Resu.lts 

Number Correct (Raw Score) for: 

lnierpretation ofDat,i (100) 

Scientific Investigation (SIN) 

Evaluation of Models, Inferences & 
Experimental Results (EMI) 

Toial Number Correct for Science Test 
(IOD + SIN + EMI) 

(17) 

(12) 

(11) 

(40)






